Addendum 1 has been issued to answer questions submitted to date

I am respectfully requesting clarification on the following: Unit Labor Prices Page 3 of 3 Items 39 through 47

1. Are Unit Labor Prices per Lock to include prevailing wage + prevailing wage increases over the next 3 years? ANSWER: No. Most jobs under this contract will be below the Prevailing Wage Rate threshold. If Prevailing Wage Rates are to apply to any jobs or projects CCSU shall notify the contractor when soliciting a quote.

2. Are Unit Labor Prices per Lock to include Trip Charges? ANSWER: Yes, unit prices are to include all travel. No separate trip or travel charges are allowed.

3. Existing Door and Frame conditions determine the total time it takes to install a Persona Lockset. On existing buildings this requires a survey. Are unit labor prices per lock to cover all possible conditions of existing doors and frames? ANSWER: Site visits (surveys) by the contractor in order to provide quotes are considered part of the contractor’s responsibilities and are not subject to additional charges.

All other terms, conditions and specifications in the RFQ remain the same.

END OF ADDENDUM 1